Paternal age and assisted reproductive technology outcome in ovum recipients

This study suggests that paternal age may be inversely associated with reproductive outcome, as demonstrated by a decline in fertilization, blastocyst formation, implantation and cryopreservation rates with advancing age. (Fertil Steril 2009;92:1772–5. ©2009 by American Society for Reproductive Medicine.)

An increasing trend in delaying childbirth has been noted in industrialized countries. This change is reflective of the changing role of women in society no longer solely ruling the sphere of domesticity, but pursuing careers in wide ranging fields. Although the influence of advancing maternal age on infertility has been well studied and documented, the effect of paternal age on infertility has been the subject of few investigations (1).

Although studies have demonstrated that aging women have increasing aneuploidy rates due to meiotic errors, controversy exists as to whether embryonic development is influenced by the age of the male partner. Multiple investigators have concluded that advancing paternal age negatively impacts reproductive and IVF outcome (2–7). A decrease in serum steroid levels has been documented in older men and controversial results have been reported about the effects of aging on sperm motility, morphology, and concentration (8–11). A review of the literature suggests a detrimental effect on semen volume, sperm motility and morphology, particularly in men >50 years (12). With respect to the clinical reproductive outcome of older men, the data in most studies are difficult to interpret due to the lack of adjustment for female age. To reduce the profound effect that the aging women (oocyte) has on reproductive potential, and because older men tend to reproduce with older women, we decided to evaluate the effect of paternal age on embryo development and IVF outcome in ovum donation (OD) cycles at our center. By only using OD cycles we controlled for the effects of female aging and declining fertility, making this an analysis of the males’ effect on the embryo and cycle outcomes.
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We retrospectively studied all fresh OD cycles from January 2003 to December 2007 at Reproductive Medicine Associates of New York. Only cycles in which donors were <35 years with normal baseline ovarian reserve testing (FSH <10 IU/L and basal antral follicle count >8) were analyzed. Cases using donor sperm, testicular sperm, or aspirated sperm were excluded from analysis. Cycles were classified by male partner’s age: group A <40 years; group B 40–49 years; group C ≥50 years. Variables analyzed within each group included: total motile sperm in fresh ejaculate the day of the retrieval, fertilization (2PN) rate, number of day 3 embryos with ≥7 cells, blastocyst formation rate, day of embryo transfer, mean number of embryos transferred, number of cryopreserved embryos, cancellation, implantation, clinical pregnancy (PR), and pregnancy loss rates, along with female recipient’s age and endometrial thickness.

Oocyte donors and recipients completed a standard screening protocol based on the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) guidelines (13), including documentation, in the recipient, of a normal uterine cavity and adequate endometrial development with a preparatory cycle before embryo transfer. Donor cycles are offered to recipients as shared or nonshared. A shared cycle implies that a primary and secondary recipient will have the same donor’s oocytes randomly split between the two after retrieval, with 12 being the minimum number, to proceed with a shared cycle. If less than 12 oocytes are retrieved, they all are assigned to the primary recipient.

Fresh ejaculated semen samples are evaluated the day of the oocyte retrieval by standard andrological screening techniques. In general, raw semen specimens with <20 million total motile sperm are considered inadequate for conventional insemination (CI) and therefore are prepared for use with intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI). The CI is performed 4–6 hours after retrieval by mixing one to three oocyte/cumulus complexes in 50-μL media drops with 50,000 motile sperm for 16–18 hours. For ICSI, oocytes are denuded of cumulus–coronal cells 3–4 hours after retrieval by exposure to hyaluronidase. Mature oocytes after hyaluronidase exposure are then injected with a single sperm 5–6 hours after retrieval. Fertilization is confirmed 16–18 hours after CI or ICSI. Embryos are assessed daily until the day of embryo transfer or day of cryopreservation.

At our center, embryo transfers are performed under transabdominal ultrasound guidance using a Wallace catheter (Marlow Technologies, Willoughby, OH) with cleavage or blastocyst-stage embryos. Our laboratory policy on transfer of embryos derived from donor oocytes is to transfer two embryos, either on day 3 or day 5, based on morphology. The blastocyst formation rate is
The study included 672 OD cycles and were classified as follows: group A, 233 men <40 years; group B, 323 men 40–49 years; and group C, 116 men >50 years. According to semen parameters, the volume, sperm concentration, and total motile sperm count were significantly lower with increasing age, requiring the utilization of ICSI significantly more often in older age groups. The mean oocyte age and number of assigned oocytes were similar among groups. Overall, fertilization rates significantly decreased with advancing age; however, when categorized by type of insemination (ICSI vs. CI), these rates were not different for age groups A and B, but were noted to be significantly lower for those cases that had undergone CI in group C. The number of embryos with ≥7 cells on day 3 and the blastocyst formation rate significantly decreased as partner’s age progressed (P < 0.05). Although, the embryo stage at transfer and the mean number of transferred embryos were not different, the number of embryos available to cryopreserve on day 6 significantly decreased with advancing age (P < 0.05). Clinical PR, implantation, and loss rates were maintained in the three age groups (Table 1). When men in group C were subdivided by age (50–59 years and >60 years), a significant decline in implantation rates (P = .022) was noted in the latter. A trend toward a lower clinical PR (72% [72/100] vs. 50% [8/16]; P = .14) and a higher loss rate (13% [9/72] vs. 38% [3/8]; P = .17) was also noted for men >60 years (Figure 1). The mean thickness of the recipient’s endometrium was analyzed and did not vary between groups.

It has been well documented that as women get older, there is an increased risk of infertility. However, attention is now being turned to the effects of paternal age on infertility and fecundity. We conducted a study including only fresh IVF cycles using donor oocytes. In our study, in addition to evaluating outcome rates, we evaluated embryo development. Although a subtle, inverse association between male age with fertilization and blastocyst formation is seen, our results demonstrate a strong, negative correlation between paternal age >60 years and reproductive outcome, specifically for implantation.
suggestion that sperm of men of about 40 years contain more aneuploid cells than those of 20-year olds (14). An increased number of mutations in the sperm of older fathers may have subsequently increased adverse embryo development and IVF outcome. This is consistent with our hypothesis that an increase in abnormal sperm production occurs with advancing paternal age. However, this increase in abnormal sperm production may have only a minor effect on final fertility outcome as demonstrated by our results.

Because our study only evaluated donor eggs in women <35 years the female contribution to aneuploidy was minimized. Although donors in their early 20s yield higher PRs than those in their 30s, the mean donor’s age was constant in all our groups. The consistent endometrial preparation between groups excluded an endometrial receptivity factor. Endometrial thickness was within normal parameters as to not affect fertility. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention report of 2006 does not demonstrate a different live birth rate in women <48 years of age when donor eggs are used (15). Zenke and Chetkowski (16) studied the recipient-related determinants of outcome with donor eggs for 134 embryo transfers. The study compared the women who achieved pregnancy and those who did not and found that an average endometrial thickness of 10.8 mm in the pregnant group was not statistically different from a thickness of 9.8 mm in the nonpregnant group. However, it was discovered that none of the pregnant patients had an endometrium <8 mm. Thus, a thin endometrium was one of the most important recipient-related determinants of success with donor eggs and success of achieving pregnancy may be reduced. Our results showed an average endometrial thickness of 9.3–9.8 mm across maternal age groups.

To our knowledge, four other studies have evaluated the impact of male age using an ovum donation model; however, the results have been contradictory (3, 17–19). Our results are consistent with those described by Frattarelli et al. (18), in that paternal age may have an impact on pregnancy outcomes and blastocyst formation rates. They conclude that male age >50 years significantly affects pregnancy outcomes and blastocyst formation rates. In our study, a significant decrease was noted in the blastocyst formation rate for the aging male. In addition, a significant decrease in implantation rate was noted only in pregnancies of male partner’s older than 60 years. The critical age threshold with respect to sperm production is unknown; however, many studies have demonstrated that advanced paternal age is associated with diminished semen quality, therefore resulting in greater risk for infertility. Further prospective studies are needed to investigate the relationship between the degradation of DNA and reproductive outcome in male partner’s older than 60 years of age. If further studies confirm that advancing paternal age is correlated with increased aneuploidy, gene mutations, and DNA damage and chromatin integrity, the clinician must revise current counseling procedures to ensure that patients are cognizant of such risks.

In summary, our results demonstrate a significant decline in fertilization rates with advancing paternal age. When comparing this variable by insemination technique, we found that CI was associated to lower a fertilization yield only for male partners older than 50 years, regardless of having optimal semen parameters. Despite these findings, clinical outcome parameters were not different between groups A, B, and C. However, upon subcategorizing group C, implantation rates were noted to be significantly lower for men >60 years. A trend toward lower clinical PRs and higher loss rates was also documented for this age group, despite having similar semen parameters. Although the female partners from group C were significantly older when compared with groups A and B, their ages were not different after subdivision of men into 50–59 years and >60 years. It is relevant to point out that the patient population in this subgroup was limited in number. The inverse association between paternal age and fertilization rate, blastocyst formation rate, implantation rate, and the mean number of available embryos to cryopreserve in men older than 60 years, may result from genetic mutations that accumulate in the spermatogonial stem cells during continuous cell division and may lead to abnormal sperm production.

We demonstrated that later embryo development, after the cleavage stage, may be significantly affected by aging sperm leading to a significant decrease in blastocyst formation rate, which is contemporaneous with the male genomic activation within the embryo. Earlier cytogenetic findings have implied an inverse paternal age effect on the overall incidence of numerical chromosomal aberrations, and recent studies with fluorescence in situ hybridization suggest that sperm of men of about 40 years contain more aneuploid cells than those of 20-year olds (14). An increased number of mutations in the sperm of older fathers may have subsequently increased adverse embryo development and IVF outcome. This is consistent with our hypothesis that an increase in abnormal sperm production occurs with advancing paternal age. However, this increase in abnormal sperm production may have only a minor effect on final fertility outcome as demonstrated by our results.

Because our study only evaluated donor eggs in women <35 years the female contribution to aneuploidy was minimized. Although donors in their early 20s yield higher PRs than those in their 30s, the mean donor’s age was constant in all our groups. The consistent endometrial preparation between groups excluded an endometrial receptivity factor. Endometrial thickness was within normal parameters as to not affect fertility. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention report of 2006 does not demonstrate a different live birth rate in women <48 years of age when donor eggs are used (15). Zenke and Chetkowski (16) studied the recipient-related determinants of outcome with donor eggs for 134 embryo transfers. The study compared the women who achieved pregnancy and those who did not and found that an average endometrial thickness of 10.8 mm in the pregnant group was not statistically different from a thickness of 9.8 mm in the nonpregnant group. However, it was discovered that none of the pregnant patients had an endometrium <8 mm. Thus, a thin endometrium was one of the most important recipient-related determinants of success with donor eggs and success of achieving pregnancy may be reduced. Our results showed an average endometrial thickness of 9.3–9.8 mm across maternal age groups.

To our knowledge, four other studies have evaluated the impact of male age using an ovum donation model; however, the results have been contradictory (3, 17–19). Our results are consistent with those described by Frattarelli et al. (18), in that paternal age may have an impact on pregnancy outcomes and blastocyst formation rates. They conclude that male age >50 years significantly affects pregnancy outcomes and blastocyst formation rates. In our study, a significant decrease was noted in the blastocyst formation rate for the aging male. In addition, a significant decrease in implantation rate was noted only in pregnancies of male partner’s older than 60 years. The critical age threshold with respect to sperm production is unknown; however, many studies have demonstrated that advanced paternal age is associated with diminished semen quality, therefore resulting in greater risk for infertility. Further prospective studies are needed to investigate the relationship between the degradation of DNA and reproductive outcome in male partner’s older than 60 years of age. If further studies confirm that advancing paternal age is correlated with increased aneuploidy, gene mutations, and DNA damage and chromatin integrity, the clinician must revise current counseling procedures to ensure that patients are cognizant of such risks.
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